Abstract-An algorithm to adapt dynamically virtual networks to additional resource requirements is proposed and evaluated. The optimization is achieved while balancing load and avoiding fragmentation in the infrastructure (often referred as substrate or physical network). The algorithm focuses on virtual nodes requiring more resources by extending their allocations and maintaining their connectivity (even if the node is migrated) to other resources while tidying up (or consolidating) the infrastructure. The algorithm outperforms existing approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network Virtualization allows the co-existence of multiple Virtual Networks (VNs) on the same physical infrastructure (often referred as substrate network, SN). Virtual network embedding algorithms are typically used to enable the sharing of the infrastructure among multiple users or tenants. Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) maps the virtual nodes and links requests from users onto the graph representing the physical infrastructure nodes and links and their connectivity. Most VNE solutions allocate a static amount of resources to the VN during its lifetime, however, cloud environments require dynamic and elastic resource allocation in line with varying user resource requirements. Reactive or periodic re-configurations have nevertheless been proposed to re-optimize the SN utilization. Unfortunately, they lead to network instability and service disruptions. When adapting and extending virtual network allocations, stability and consolidation of the infrastructure have to be ensured to optimize utilization and maintain quality of service. The proposed algorithm aims at this simultaneous dynamic adaptation of VN allocations and optimal SN utilization to continuously support varying applications requirements. A load-balancing aware strategy is combined with the dynamic adaptation algorithm to deal with fluctuating demands while optimizing resource utilization.
More specifically this paper deals with user requests for additional resources from physical nodes to support virtual nodes elasticity requirements. In our previous work [1] , we improved performance of prior art by reshuffling virtual resources across physical nodes (or hosts) but did not consider SN efficient or optimal utilization to increase profitability. To fill this gap, we propose a new bi-objective adaptive scheme that re-optimizes the SN utilization while responding to additional resource requests. This minimizes the need for making regular reconfigurations (or consolidations) to improve SN utilization. We take advantage of the demand fluctuation to simultaneously "tidy up " the substrate network by balancing the load among substrate links though migration of more congestion causing virtual resources to other more adequate physical nodes. This frees resources and makes room to meet evolving virtual nodes requirements in the affected substrate nodes. Note that this is achieved by selecting new links (attached to the new node) that respect (do not degrade) the applications quality of service requirements.
Section II of the paper describes related work on virtual network embedding. Section III analyzes and formulates the problem. Section IV presents our proposed heuristic algorithm to achieve minimum cost and load balancing. The results of performance evaluation and a comparison to prior art are reported in sections V and VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of Virtual Network Embedding has been intensively studied [2] - [5] but adaptation of already embedded VNs to dynamically optimize resource utilization has received little attention. To the best of our knowledge only [2] , [3] , [6] - [8] addressed this problem. The presented adaptation strategies can be classified into two main families: i) periodic and ii) reactive approaches. The first family periodically selects and re-allocates the entire [2] or parts [3] of the underlying VNs but this induces high reconfiguration cost and network instability. The second family executes the re-allocation scheme only when a virtual network request is rejected thus affecting user satisfaction.
The authors of [2] propose an online virtual network reconfiguration algorithm that operates on VNs using congested substrate resources. A periodic scheme first marks the set of VNs to re-allocate by checking the overloaded physical nodes and links. The algorithm then reassigns the entire marked VN topology by re-running the initial embedding algorithm. Unfortunately, such periodic re-allocation is very costly and mapping again the whole VN topology disrupts more running services than needed because of the global rearrangements.
Work in [3] uses a periodic path migration algorithm to minimize used bandwidth to increase the VN acceptance ratio. The algorithms runs again the initial link-mapping algorithm to select new underlying paths. The authors do not take advantage of migrating traffic sources and sinks (i.e. virtual nodes) and unfortunately limit the reconfiguration problem to path migration.
Authors of [6] propose a reactive reconfiguration scheme that first detects the unmapped virtual nodes and links causing the rejection of the VN request, and then moves the congested links and nodes to less critical hosts. Authors of [7] , [8] propose a reactive strategy that takes into account the cost incurred by the service disruption during re-allocation.
All the cited previous work enhances SN utilization but leads to network instability and service disruption of reconfigured VNs. In order to minimize the negative impacts of such reconfigurations, we propose to "tidy up " the SN when responding to fluctuating (increasing) VN resources requirements at minimum cost and disruptions.
The rest of the literature focused on static allocation and placement of virtual resources in physical hosts. Only a handful of papers, such as our previous work in [1] and [9] - [12] , tackled dynamic allocation in response to fluctuations in demand and elasticity requirements. The common approach is to use a heuristic algorithm to cost efficiently re-allocate virtual nodes and/or links to satisfy the new increasing demand. All this previous work [9] - [12] was not concerned by efficient SN utilization or profitability when satisfying new resource requirements. In this paper we fill this gap by combining the two objectives. We adapt resource allocations at minimum cost, respect quality of service of all running applications and simultaneously maximize utilization by balancing the load on the SN links while meeting new resource requirements of already embedded virtual nodes.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MODEL The problem to solve is that of allocating additional infrastructure resources, from a substrate network (SN), to virtual nodes of already embedded and active virtual networks. Our goal is to adapt previous assignments while minimizing nodes and links re-allocations costs and the average saturation of the links to ensure load balancing in the SN. We consequently propose a bi-objective function to minimize jointly i) the cost of re-allocations and ii) the average link saturation in SN to provide the required elasticity for evolving nodes while maximizing SN utilization (or profitability).
A. Network Model
The cloud infrastructure (referred in this work as SN) can be represented by a weighted undirected graph G s = (N s , L s ), where N s is the set of substrate nodes n s (e.g. physical servers) and L s is the set of substrate links l s (e.g. intra and inter cloud physical links). We denote by a t ns the available capacity of node n s (typically CPU and memory) and by a t ls the available bandwidth on a link l s . We use ϕ to represent a substrate path (a single or a sequence of substrate links) between two substrate nodes and P ϕ to represent the set of substrate paths. The available bandwidth a t ϕ associated to a substrate path ϕ can be evaluated as the smallest available bandwidth on the links along the substrate path.
B. VN Resource Request Model
A VN request, expressed and sent by users to the cloud providers, is a set of virtual nodes interconnected via virtual links. This set is hence also a graph that is represented by a weighted undirected graph 
C. VN Mapping Model
For each VN request G 
D. Metric for the Substrate Network
In order to quantify the amount of resources used by the substrate network to fulfill the VN requests, we use the notion of stress. As most VN request rejections are caused by bandwidth shortage [2] , [3] we focus on avoiding substrate links saturation by balancing the load. Similarly to [4] we define the link stress of a substrate link l s as the ratio of the total amount of bandwidth allocated to the virtual links whose substrate paths pass through l s over the amount of bandwidth initially available in l s . Formally:
where l v → l s indicates that the substrate path of virtual link l v passes through the substrate link l s , and a 0 ls is the initial available bandwidth in l s . The average link stress ALS t in SN is defined consequently as:
where |L s | is the total number of substrate links in SN. suboptimal strategy is to move the entire evolving node to another less loaded host [9] . We proposed a more elaborate strategy in [1] by reorganizing virtual nodes in the initial host in neighboring hosts while minimizing overall re-allocation cost without considering SN utilization. In this paper, we extend the work by moving some candidate virtual nodes in the affected physical node to make room for the additional needs and balance the load on the SN at the same time in order to also optimize SN utilization and profitability. This is achieved by minimizing the average link saturation of the entire SN in addition to making cost effective re-allocation and migration decisions. Intuitively, the most congestion causing virtual nodes in the initial host should be selected in priority as candidates for re-allocation and migration.
1) Optimization objective
As in [1] , [9] , we consider two phases for node reallocation: remapping and migration. The remapping phase consists in finding alternate resources to host the candidate evolving virtual node and its associated virtual links. The migration phase tries in a second stage to migrate tasks running on the virtual node onto the selected destination node to resume these tasks. Note that this phase can affect the migrated application or service, that will experience a downtime or unavailability period that needs to be taken into account and minimized [4] . Hence the node re-allocation incurs a remapping cost Cost remap and a migration cost Cost mig to reflect all these effects.
To derive the expressions for the mapping and migration costs, we define n r v ∈ N r v , r ∈ V N t as a candidate virtual node selected for re-allocation and S n r v as the star topology formed by n r v and its connected virtual links. We can as in our previous work [1] express the re-mapping and migration costs:
• Re-mapping cost:
Where cost (n s ) and cost (l s ) are the unit costs of the substrate node and the substrate link respectively, and with
) describing the new mappings of the reallocated resources.
• Migration cost:
Where
is the size of the re-allocated virtual node, p mig(n r v ) ∈ P ϕ the temporary established substrate path between the old and new hosts to support task migration, and minBW n r v the minimum required bandwidth to migrate that task. This bandwidth is calculated according to the 
The re-allocation cost of a virtual node is the sum of its re-mapping and migration costs:
• Re-allocation cost
To satisfy the demand of an evolving node m i v for additional resources, the re-allocation of more than one virtual node may be required. The global re-allocation cost 
Our objective is to find the best re-allocation scheme that satisfies the evolving node additional resource request while minimizing all re-allocation costs (7) and the average 978-1-4799-6390-4/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE link saturation (2) . This leads to the following "Objective function":
IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM DESIGN The problem outlined above is a multi-objective optimization problem with conflicting objectives known to be NPhard [13] .
In order to satisfy the elasticity request for m i v , we will re-allocate one or more co-located virtual nodes to free resources and make room in the hosting substrate node. Recall that we also aim at simultaneously "tidy up" the substrate networks and balance the load. To do so we move (migrate) congestion causing virtual nodes to less saturated substrate nodes (hosts). To identify the virtual nodes causing the congestion, we define a "congestion impact " metric to use as the selection criterion. In fact, we use the notion of occupancy rate OR(l We derive the congestion impact of l r v on l s as the product of its occupancy rate and l s 's stress:
CI t measures the "degree of involvement " of l r v in saturating l s . The average congestion impact of a virtual link is the average of its congestion impacts on all substrate links hosting it:
where
| is the number of substrate links hosting l r v . Since the congestion impact of a virtual node n r v is the sum of the congestion impacts of its attached virtual links, we get: The virtual nodes are selected according to i) their size and QoS requirements, ii) their congestion impact. The size of a virtual node includes its intrinsic size and the aggregate bandwidth of its associated links. The QoS corresponds to the maximum acceptable downtime of the virtual node during migration, and the congestion impact of a virtual node n r v is defined by equation (12) . To select the virtual nodes for re-allocation, we use a selection metric Reem that ranks the nodes according to their contribution to the overall congestion in a decreasing order. The selection variable Reem is defined as:
The Reem expression is a fraction composed of three terms. The numerator is the virtual node's congestion impact. The denominator is the product of two terms: one term represents the "size " of the virtual node and the second one is related to the QoS requirements. The purpose behind considering the ranking criterion Reem (n r v ) is threefold. First, we favor re-allocation of candidate virtual nodes and their attached links requiring the smallest amount of resources to minimize the re-mapping cost (3). Second reallocate in priority the smaller and more QoS degradation tolerant nodes to optimize the migration cost (5) since the amount of bandwidth required to perform task migration will be minimized. And finally, favor the re-allocation of the most congestion causing virtual links (10) by moving (migrating) them to less saturated hosts. As a result of this ranking, all virtual nodes in coloc 
B. Second
Step: Where these selected components should be re-allocated ? The aim of this second step is to re-allocate one or more of the virtual nodes having the lowest Reem values to make room in the initial host, and to move their associated links to less saturated physical paths. The amount of requested additional resources by the evolving node dictates the number of virtual nodes that have to be re-allocated. Indeed, the sum of resources to be freed should be greater then this amount. After each node re-allocation, the algorithm checks if enough resources are freed to satisfy m i v 's new demand, if it is the case, the request is satisfied. Otherwise, the next node in coloc t h is selected and the process is repeated until the elasticity request is satisfied or m i v is re-allocated as long as coloc t h is not empty.
C. Virtual node re-allocation scheme
To re-allocate a virtual node n r v , its associated star topology S n r v (the node and its links) should be re-mapped, in order to maintain n r v 's connectivity with all its peers and resume tasks through migration. In order to minimize the re-allocation cost (7), the new substrate host for the re-allocated node is chosen among the nearest neighbors, near t h of the initial host h, that have enough resources and that can reconstruct all the links in S n r v . In order to balance the load, these virtual links are re-allocated using the shortest path algorithm, where the weight of each physical link is defined by its stress (1) . Among the set near t h , the selected node is the one minimizing the total re-allocation cost and the average links saturation. The Virtual node re-allocation scheme is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION This section describes the simulation settings used for a performance evaluation of our heuristic algorithm, BiRSforEVN, and provides the results of this assessment and of a comparison with relevant prior art. The evaluation focuses on the observed total re-allocation cost and the average link saturation when accepting requests for additional resources.
A. Simulation environment
A custom VN embedding simulator is combined with the GT-ITM tool [14] that generates random topologies of the substrate and VN requests. We adopt similar conditions as in [1] , [4] to compare our algorithm with previous work using equivalent settings and scenarios. The SN size is set to 50 nodes and each pair of substrate nodes is randomly connected with probability 0.5. The node resource capacity and link resource capacity are drawn randomly in [0, 50]. With no loss of generality, we set the per unit node and link resources costs to 1 unit. The requested VNs contain between 2 and 10 virtual nodes in their topologies with an average connectivity also set to 50%. The virtual node and link resource capacities are random within [0, 20] and [0, 50].
In order to initialize the scenario and start the system from re-map virtual link l r v onto a substrate path ϕ using shortest path algorithm 9: end for 10: if S n r v 's mapping succeeds then 11: re − allocationResult ← success 12: if remapCost(S n r v ) * AN S t+1 <remapCost best * AN S best then 13: end if 21: end if 22: return re − allocationResult a typical situation, we first map the virtual nodes greedily and follow with the k-shortest path algorithm to map links (we set k = 5 and select the longest path). This step leads to suboptimal embedding that can reflect (or emulate) a SN state subject to multiple virtual nodes evolutions. To create a highly dynamic environment and unpredictable states or situations, we select randomly N evolving nodes among the virtual nodes hosted in the SN as nodes that require additional resources. We define r, the ratio of the number of evolving nodes to the total number of virtual nodes in SN (i.e., r = 
B. Simulation results
As stated earlier, among previous work [9] [10] [11] , [12] dealing with the problem of evolving VN, only the authors of [9] used similar assumptions and objective function to our proposal (Bi-RSforEVN). It is consequently more relevant and appropriate to compare performance with their algorithm named DVNMA NS. In addition, to measure the effectiveness of our double objective heuristic algorithm with 978-1-4799-6390-4/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE respect to re-allocation costs and load balancing, we use two variants of Bi-RSforEVN each focusing on one and only one objective while neglecting the other one. Namely, LBRSforEVN is a re-allocation scheme that aims exclusively at balancing the SN load at the expense of cost and RSforEVN is an algorithm (used in our previous work [1] ) that minimizes re-allocation cost but without any regard to the SN state or load. Both LB-RSforEVN and RSforEVN serve as bounds on performance to benchmark our new algorithm BiRSforEVN that provides the best possible tradeoff between re-allocation cost and load balancing. Using this bounds, we actually show that the algorithm performance is very close to these bounds. Table II summarizes the characteristics of the compared algorithms.
1) Re-allocation cost for large size evolving virtual nodes
The first simulation assesses the re-allocation cost of our algorithm for evolving virtual nodes of large sizes (Equation 13). To produce scenarios with large virtual nodes instances to re-allocate, 14 (r = 1/12) virtual nodes are selected randomly from the top 50 largest virtual nodes currently hosted in the SN among a total of 112 nodes. The re-allocation cost is measured for variable Increase Factors, representing the amount of additional resources that will be required by the 14 selected virtual nodes. Figure 1 depicts the results of 100 averaged runs and indicates that Bi-RSforEVN and RSforEVN have the lowest re-allocation cost. In fact, these algorithms reduce the re-allocation cost by selecting small virtual nodes as candidates for re-allocation. This also makes them less sensitive and more robust to increasing IF values, as opposed to DVNMA NS that always re-allocates the evolving nodes themselves and induces consequently high re-mapping costs when the evolving nodes are of large size. Note that LB-RSforEVNhas the highest re-allocation cost. In fact, this algorithm selects the virtual nodes to reallocate regardless of their size and considers only their congestion impact, besides, when re-allocating S n r v , the new host is chosen as the one minimizing ALS no matter its reallocation cost. Our algorithm Bi-RSforEVN, as expected, is slightly outperformed by RSforEVN that only focuses on minimizing re-allocation cost and disregards the impact of its decisions on the SN load. The marginal difference with this bound, that provides clearly suboptimal solutions, confirms the efficiency of our algorithm in achieving the best re-allocation cost and load tradeoff. 
2) Load balancing
A substrate link is called congested if its is over stressed regarding the average link stress in SN (s t ls > ALS t ). The number of congested substrate links is denoted nbCongested. We measure ALS and nbCongested observed after re-allocating N evolving nodes (while maintaining r = 1/12), for different initial ALS values. Figure2 shows that Bi-RSforEVN (resp.LB-RSforEVN) reduces by 17% (resp. 19%) the average link saturation and 24% (resp. 27%) the number of congested substrate links, leading to 978-1-4799-6390-4/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE a better load balancing compared to DVNMA NS and RSforEVN. The gap is more significant when the SN is slightly saturated, in fact, in such situation these algorithms find more easily less saturated hosts for re-allocated resources as a part of substrate resources is still available. This task is more difficult when the SN is saturated as almost all resources are congested, but they still perform well, reducing the ALS by 11% (resp. 13%) and nbCongested by 17% (resp 19%). Note that DVNMA NS and RSforEVN minimize slightly the ALS thanks to the use of the shortest path algorithm, compared to the k-shortest path algorithm in the initial embedding. We also observe that Bi-RSforEVN is very close to the bound provided by LB-RSforEVN that focuses only on load balancing, showing again the efficiency of Bi-RSforEVN in load balancing and re-allocation costs tradeoff.
3) Load balancing Vs re-allocation cost
In this simulation, we aim at measuring the effectiveness of our algorithm in meeting simultaneously the objectives of re-allocation cost minimization and load balancing. We measure the ALS observed after accepting all elasticity requests for an increasing number of evolving virtual nodes and note also the total re-allocation cost. Figure 3 shows that, for all algorithms, when the number of re-allocated nodes increases, the total re-allocation cost naturally increases and the ALS decreases, in fact, the more reconfigurations we make, the more opportunity we have to "tidy up " the SN and resolve eventual congestion problems. Algorithm RSforEVN realizes the best re-allocation cost but has the worst performance in terms of load balancing. LB-RSforEVN is the best load balancing algorithm but is the most costly. DVNMA NS is less costly then LB-RSforEVN, but it is outperformed by Bi-RSforEVN, and does not reduce significantly the ALS. Our algorithm Bi-RSforEVN has good performance in both objectives, in fact it reduces by 46% the ALS (for r=9/20) with a reasonable cost (30% less then DVNMA NS). In conclusion Bi-RSforEVN offers the best trade-off between re-allocation cost and load balancing strategy.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS We study the problem of allocating additional resources for virtual nodes in virtual networks while maximizing the profitability of the substrate networks and propose an algorithm that offers the best trade-off in re-allocation cost and load balancing when compared to prior art. Future work will explore dynamic bandwidth allocation when the resource demand of embedded virtual networks fluctuates according to end users' application needs.
